RULLY
2015 Vintage
Score : 90 – James Suckling – Feb 2018
Score : 15/20 – Guide des vins Bettane + Desseauve 2018

2014 Vintage
Score : 14.5/20 – Guide des Vins Bettane + Desseauve 2017

2013 Vintage
Favorite "Oyster shell, velvety on the palate, tense, refreshing and floral in the aftertaste."
Guide des vins Bettane + Desseauve 2016
Score : 15/20 - La Revue du vin de France - Les Meilleurs vins de France 2016 - 20ème édition
"A wine possessing a nose intense with yellow fruits and fresh pineapple. The mouth is full, honeyed, savoury, subtly
saline. "" Le figaro Magazine - 22/05/2015
“Here the expressive nose is a bit more elegant if no more complex with its pretty aromas of white peach, lavender and
citrus rind. There is both good richness but also relatively good detail to the lightly stony and vibrant flavors that deliver
solid persistence if limited depth. Still, I like the delivery of this well-made effort that once again should drink well
almost immediately. 2017+.” Score : 88- Burghound- June 2015

2010 Vintage
"Beautiful nose of fresh hazelnut, flattering but fresh wine. Open and appealing. Unfortunately there will be none in 2011
due to the hail." Score: 16 Le Guide Bettane et Dessauve des vins de France--Edition 2013
"One village parcel from La Bergerie, on the hill. Apricot aroma with light exotic spice. Ripe on the attack, Juicy, fruity
and generous. It is supple. Just stainless steel, even though there is a slight impression of oak. Softly plump and inviting.
Good. From 2012"
Sarah Marsh_ Burgundy Briefing_ November 2011
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RULLY
2008 Vintage
«The best value for money for a white wine at Chanson, very pure both on the nose and in the mouth. No heaviness. Has
a fresh hazelnut finish like a Meursault, immediately appealing. Score: 15 Recommended»
Le Guide des Vins de France - Bettane & Desseauve 2011

2007 Vintage
« This old house presents a Rully stemming from a grape supply. Delicate gold colour with shimmering notes. Complex
and intense nose balancing between mineral character of the terroir and the floral fragrances of the grape variety. In the
mouth, we have the same combination of aromas which lingers on citrus fruit aromas. A superb wine representative of
the appellation, to age for one year.»
LE GUIDE HACHETTE DES VINS 2010

2006 Vintage
« Tight, elegant, with aromas of pale fleshed fruit, honey and minerality. Refined refreshing note. »
AVANTAGES - December 2007
« Fresh, floral with hints of vanilla. Lovely acidity, structure and long finish.»
LA REVUE DU VIN DE FRANCE - June 2007

2005 Vintage
« This house in good shape presents a crunchy and well-structured Chardonnay with fresh aromatics and a pleasant
style. The supply maturity of the fruit (a hallmark of the year) will guarantee success. Food pairing: gougeres or fish
terrine.» LA REVUE DU VIN DE France - March 2008
« No bad surprises in the cellars of Chanson whose vineyards extend across the best white wines terroirs in Burgundy.
For this Rully 2005, the oenologist selected a plot in the heart of the Côte Chalonnaise whose soil is made of clay,
limestone and sand. Beautiful full colour with green tinges, refreshing aromas of fruit, with a hint of honey and a marked
minerality. Lively and fresh it will match successfully a Volaille de Bresse, a fish (a pike (for instance) in cream sauce.»
LE BERRY REPUBLICAIN - January 2008
«Lovely gold colour. Medium structure, but harmonious, fleshy, fruity, simple and delicious.”
BOURGOGNE AUJOURD’HUI - Octobre / November 2007
« The nose is a bit closed. However the palate is defined by lovely density, structure and length. Together it makes for a
very alluring wine. » LA REVUE DU VIN DE FRANCE - October 2007
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RULLY
« A beautiful gold colour with green hints. Fresh aromas of white fruits and honey, all held up by a beautiful mineral
backbone. Lively, fresh and well-balanced, this wine is elegant, well structured and harmonious with a smooth
minerality. » Le Monde des Vins et Spiritueux - April 2007
« Elegant, harmonious and well structured wine with a fine minerality. It will seduce by its freshness and its persistence.
» LA MARSEILLAISE - April 2007

2003 Vintage
« Typical of the vintage, this fleshy wine offers exotic fruit on the finish. Greedy. »
LA REVUE DU VIN DE FRANCE - February 2005
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